
Week 1 Afternoon Learning 
 
Music task - complete lessons 1 and 2 on Charanga - Blackbird unit. 
 PE challenge:  
How long can you hold a squat against a wall for? 
Remember to: 
-keep your back straight and pressed up against the wall 
-knees at a 90 degree angle 
-head up 
 
Get someone else to time you and make a note of time you can hold it for! 

 

Day Time held 

Monday  

Tuesday  

Wednesday  

Thursday  

Friday  

 
Weekly Themed Learning: DT 
 
This challenge will test your design and invention skills. Can you design and build 
your own working torch/flashlight? 
 
Analyse: Start by taking apart any torches you have at home and looking carefully at 
it. What is the casing made of? Why? What is the purpose of the torch? Is it a 
reading flashlight or something bigger? Now, look at the parts inside. Failing that, 
you could look at pictures on the internet. Label the parts on this diagram. 

 



 
Design: Think about the casing of your torch. What does the casing for a torch need 
to be like? Write a list of qualities it needs to have. e.g. flexible or sturdy? What 
material does it need to be made of? Tip: Don’t be too wacky here - you can use 
things from around the home! 
 
Think about all the different uses for a torch. If it’s a reading torch what does your 
torch need to include? If it’s a torch for a spy, does it need to be small and 
easily hidden? What about if it was a torch used for gardening? Think about 
these things when you are designing your torch. 

Once you have a clear design for your torch, you can start making it. You can use a 
range of videos to help you do this. Here are just some of them: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LiDCkRSO_eE 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EbHKDfmAJAg 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBu0Vy4cuN4 
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